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Presidential Candidate
“from visionary intentions
to missionary actions”

“My goals are to work
more closely with
member associations,
to better understand
their needs and
to produce
solutions together”
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Orhan Ercan

Presidential Candidate
“from visionary intentions to missionary actions”

“Developing more effective
cooperation oppurtunies
with regional bodies”

Current Position
A Faculty Member at Ankara University,
Faculty of Applied Sciences,
Department of Real Estate Development and Management

“Experience in
three corners of the
industry triangle”

“Strengthening engagement with
international development agencies”

Experiences

What Can I Offer
In Support of FIG’s Aims And Objectives?

I have worked for the Turkish government for more than quarter century

Developing smart solutions for building strong partnerships within the

and realized many lands related projects in Turkey.

global geospatial society and improving engagement among

After retiring from the General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre in

developed and developing member associations,

Turkey, I worked in the private sector.
During my private sector studies, I carried out various national and
international survey projects. Thus, I gained my private sector experience
as well and widened my professional spectrum.
Parallel to my practitioner engagements, I was also active in academic and
research institutions.
I took part in three corners of the university - public - private sector
cooperation systematic, which is also called the industry triangle.
I crowned this experience with the association experience I gained from
HKMO and FIG activities.

academic and corporate members to overcome new emerging challenges and
turn those challenges into opportunities.
We will work more closely with regional bodies such as
CLGE, FIG ARN, FGF, AUS, UMG, Asia Pacific CBN, RICS, NSPS, CAGIS
and Latin America Surveyors,
I and my colleagues will do our best to embrace the whole world
by making FIG the “World Federation of Surveyors
We will make the necessary attempts to publish the peer-reviewed articles
presented at FIG events as a "FIG Special Issue" in one of the journals covered
by the WoS/SCOPUS indexes.
We will take the necessary initiatives to activate academic members and make
them more productive within the FIG. Working with the Young Surveyors

“Crowned with association experience
of HKMO and FIG activities”

Network (YSN) to promote wider participation and to encourage and mentor
the next generation of FIG leaders. We will continue to give special importance
to the issue of Women in Surveying.
Strengthened engagement with international development agencies
will be ensured.

For Your Questions
Please don’t hesitate to contact me for all your questions:
drorhanercan@yahoo.com
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“Actually; I describe myself as
more than just a voluntary support member of FIG,
a close-knit member”
My Motivation
I have been in FIG activities for more than 20 years on behalf of the Turkish
Chamber of Surveying and Cadastre Engineers (HKMO) and the Turkish
General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre.
During my relationships with FIG, I was deeply inspired by the collaborative
outputs that led me to more enthusiastic, innovative and creative interactions.
I am conscious of FIG's vision and mission, which has led me to believe that
I can contribute effectively and make some progress in activities around the
world.
I am a people-oriented, a result-oriented, a share-based and a determined
person. These are the 4 main characteristics of mine which lead me to success.
Based on these characteristics, I look forward to achieve a proactive and
engaged as well as a committed and dedicated leadership in FIG to reach to
new horizons, collectively. Actually; I describe myself as more than just a
voluntary support member of FIG, a close-knit member. This reality
encourages me to take a more active and productive role within the FIG
structure. I am deeply committed to contributing to FIG with my many years of
experience, enthusiasm and energy, talent and knowledge.
As the president of FIG, my enthusiasm for progressive achievements will not
be limited primarily to the globalization of FIG activities, but to ensure close
communication, cooperation and knowledge transfer with member
associations.

FIG Vice President, (2017-2021)
FIG2018 Co-Congress Director
FIG Foundation, Director at Board of Directors, (2017-2019)
Member of Task Force on Real Estate Markets, (2015-2018)
Member of Commission 7 as a Country Representative, (2012- 2018)
FIG National Representative, (2012 - 2018)
UNGGIM_FELA Experts Group Member as FIG Representative, (2019 to present.)

